CALL FOR PAPERS

“Indo-Pacific: A New Paradigm”
Journal of Asian Economic Integration
As the focus of rapid economic growth has moved from the Pacific shores of Asia toward South and
Southeast Asia, the Gulf region and East and South Africa, it has become necessary to revisit older
definitions of the region. Much of the world's trade in goods and energy products flow across sea lanes
in the Indian and Pacific Oceans. These are today the world's super-highways on which wealth and
prosperity is created. The Indo-Pacific concept includes both the new centres of rapid economic
growth and the increasingly maritime-first nature of modern economics. It gives primacy to the
interconnected nature of the oceanic domain, with softer borders, thus giving clear expression to the
changing geo-economic realities of this geographic expanse. A free, open, inclusive and rules-based
Indo-Pacific with freedom of navigation and peaceful settlement of disputes lie at the centre of the
Indo-Pacific concept. With the focus on various facets of the vast domain of Indo-Pacific, Journal of
Asian Economic Integration, published by SAGE Publications, is inviting contributions to a Special Issue
on “Indo-Pacific: A New Paradigm” from scholars, economic commentators, policymakers and
officials, and from both the private and public sectors.
We are looking for empirical contributions for this Special Issue that combines academic research with
distinct policy messages. We welcome research on any topic that addresses:













Trade and Investment
Blue economy
Maritime connectivity
Marine exploration
Science and technology
Disaster risk management
Maritime safety and diplomacy
Marine resource conservation
Maritime security
Infrastructure financing for maritime connectivity
Industrial Revolution (IR) 4.0

The journal is bi-annual, double-blind and peer-reviewed publication, which includes research articles,
research notes, book reviews and review essays. We request you to contribute your research papers
to the journal on this Special Issue and also circulate this information to your colleagues.
Deadline for submission of paper is 15 May 2020. The submission guidelines are available at
https://bit.ly/30wpvh6
Submission of manuscripts and all editorial correspondence should be send to prabirde@ris.org.in or
suthipand.c@chula.ac.th or durairaj@ris.org.in

